A sustainable and accessible local voice that reflects and enriches the diversity of our community

Social Media Policy (Facebook)
It is the responsibility of all posters to read and ensure they understand the following rules when
posting or commenting on this page. Please note that some of these policies - especially those
relating to respectful communication regarding other Indigo FM members - will be applied to other
Facebook sites regardless of whether they come under our jurisdiction. Should clarification be
required on these rules please send a personal message to our page Admin via the message button
on this page or email indigofmradioinfo@gmail.com
1. Be positive and respectful of other posters.
2. Be a thoughtful listener and contributor.
3. Negativity, including threatening and/or abusive posts, comments or angry emojis toward
Indigo FM members will not be tolerated. Wilful acts in this regard may result in you being
removed, blocked or banned without notice for a specified period of time (including lifetime)
at the discretion of Indigo FM Committee of Management.
4. Social Media is a public forum - so comments and posts should be similar to what you would
be willing to say in front of a live and large public gathering.
5. Your personal wall is where you can have a whinge, not on our sites.
6. Posts are to be Indigo FM - Arts/Music/Community related.
7. All posts are approved by Page Administrators before they are published here. As long as
posts are compliant with these rules then they will be approved for publication.
8. If you have concerns about a post removal, please message this Page for discussion. It is not
necessarily up to Admin to contact you.
9. Indigo FM has a grievance handling procedure which can be found here http://indigofmradio.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Grievance-Handling-Procedure.pdf
10. Enjoy and respect your fellow Indigo FM posters.
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